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â€œBad Girls Clubâ€• is an American reality television series. It is an episodic show. It revolves around the
naughty women. Every time, seven bad and ill-behaved participate in the reality show. They are
supposed to live together in a bid house having all the facilities but they have to follow some rules
as well. Its central aim is to change the noxious attitude of the girls and make their life worth. All the
girls are far away from perfection in anything but at the end of the show; they gain something and
live better lives. The series is created by Marry-Ellis Bunim and Jonathan Murray. The executive
producers are Gil Goldschein, Glenn Carranos and Jonathan Murray.

The theme song for the first season is â€˜Love Me or Hate Meâ€™ by Lady Sovereign. For the next three
seasons, the song played in the opening of the show is â€˜Bad Gilrsâ€™ by Tokyo Diiva. For the next
seasons, the remix of the song is played. It is debuted in year 2006 for the first time on Oxygen
channel. It is still running on the same channel. Eight seasons have been completed consisting of
130 episodes. Episodes included in first two seasons are of 30 minutes. After that, all the episodes
are of 60 minutes. It is televised in five countries-United states, Netherlands, Australia, Hungary and
Sweden.

It gets negative reviews by the critics. According to them, it will create violence among the viewers.
But the audience like to watch Bad Girls Club. The format appeals attraction of the viewers and
gains popularity. The viewers eagerly wait for the broadcast of the show. They have the opportunity
to watch the show online. As we know, internet has become the best friend of the people these
days. They can download free Bad Girls Club episodes via internet anytime. Various websites are
providing the facility of free browsing. The rules keep on changing from the very first season to
present.

Initially, the age limit is from 21 to 31 but in season 2 it changes from 21 to 27. The contestants are
not allowed to use their nicknames till the third season. In season two, girls are given knowledge
about the jobs and career. The location for the first three and sixth seasons is in Los Angeles. The
fifth, seventh, eighth and ninth take place in Miami, New Orleans, Las Vegas and Cabo San Lucas
respectively. The third premiere gains highest ratings. It is popularised episode by episode. Also,
there are many problems with come of the contestants. They are directly eliminated from the
programme because of the troubles they created.

The girls after the program can be seen with complete change in their behavior. They have to spend
three months and have to confront many tasks. The show proves good for many of the ladies. It is
filled with hilarious and amazing scenes that attract the viewers. They watch it without missing any
of the episodes. They can watch Bad Girls Club online anytime they want to in order to relive the
experience. One can also log on to http://badgirlsclub.seriesgate.com and can take advantage of
free Bad Girls Club episodes of their own choices. I personally like the program because I have
keen interest in watching reality T.V. series.
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